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1. INTRODUCTION

A person who observes a sea storm in an open sea, say from an offshore

platform for a time-span of about half an hour, sees an irregular and nearly

steady homogeneous wave field which is called "seo state".

The wave field is irregular because the waves at any fixed point have

dimensions and shapes continuously variable in time, and at any fixed instant

have dimensions and shapes different from one point to another. The wave field

is nearly steady because the per cent variation of the energy content that wind is

able to produce in half an hour within a seo storm is normally small. Finally, the

wave field is nearly homogeneous because differences in the mean energy

within the range of vision are typically negligible.

If the observation point, rather than in open sea, is near the coast, say trom a woll

breakwater, what is seen is an irreguiar steady wave field being no longer

homogeneous. Indeed the wave energy changes from one point to onother

due to the interaction with the strucTure. The phenomenon is thot of reflection

diffraction of a sea stote.

A theory of sea states in an open seo was deveioped from the 50s and 60s with

important contributions by Longuet-Higgins (1963) and Phillips (1967). The first

hypothesis is that a sea state is the sum of an infinitely large number N of regular

periodic waves with infinitesimal amplitudes, and with frequencies, directions

and phases being different from one another. The relevant analytical form for

the wave elevation ond the velocity potential to Stoke's first order is

N

1\R(X. y, t) = l exicos (ki sin ei x + ki cos ej y - Cûi t + ci)
;=1
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( t ~ -1cosh ki (h + Z). . k t<PRX, y. Z, ) = g L ai Cùi-----sln (ki sin EliX+ i COS EliY - Cùi + eï),
i=1 cosh kih

ki tanh ki h = d
g

(l b)

where h is the bottom depth, x, y are orthogonal axes in the horizontal plane, Z is

the vertical upward axis with origin at the mean water level. and <piis the ongle

that the propagation axis of the ith small wave makes with y-axis. The second

hypothesis is that, for the same wind Generation being repeated many times on

the same basin, seo states 011 with the some frequency spectrum

E (Cù)Ù Cù= l lo:t for i such that w < Cùi< Cù+ OW (2)i 2

and the same directional spectrum

S (w, e) ù Cùù8 = Il af for i such that Cù<Cùi< W + bW and e <Eli< e + 8e (3)
j 2

would be produced. Morever, the values of the phase angle Ej would be

distributed uniformly and purely at random in (0,2 TC).

On those assumptions wave elevation (l,a) and velocity potential (l.b)

represent random stationary Gaussian processes of time.

2. QUASI-DETERMINISM THEORY

Provided to know that et a point xc, ya within wave field (1), at a time instant ta there

is a wave with a height H very large with respect to the mean (H Nma ~ 00,

ma = variance of T1R) , the probability approaches l that the wave elevation is the

sum of a deterministic component TlD for order (.~)Ymo ,plus a random

( H )a "macomponent of order .'fiTiO. ymo . The expression of TlDis

TlD(xa + X,yo + y,to + D = l:i[ <T1R(Xo,yo, t) T1R(XQ + X.vo + y, t + D > +
2

- <T1R(xa.va,t + T*MR(xc + X,Ya+ y, t + T) > J;[ < 11~(xa .va . t ) > + (4.0)

- <T1R(xc.va,t )TlR(xo .va + y, t + r) >J

where ta is the instant when the crest of the wave of given height H forms at given

point Xa.ya, the angle brackets denote a mean with respect to time t

< f(t» = lim t r f(t) dt,'t~ 00 Jo

and T* is the abscissa of the absolute minimum of the autocovariance function

0/ CD = < TlR(xo, yo, t) TIR(xo, yo, t + T) >.



(6a)

(6b)
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Clearly, where deterministic component Tlo approaches zero, say for large X

and/or Y and/or T, the wave elevation approaches its random component, that

is, if retums to be fully random.

Equally, the velocity potential is the sum of deterministic component

<Po(xa+ X,Ya+ y, z, to + n = H[<llR(xc.va,t) <PR(xo+ XNa + y, z. t + T)> +
2

- <TlR(Xa.va,t + T")<PR(xa+ X,Va+ Y,z. t + T)>J /[ < Tl~TlR(xc.vo, t) > +J (4,b)

- <TlR(xaNo,t fl1R(xo .va , t + 1") >]

which isof order (.y~o) y m04> (mÜ<j>being the variance of velocitv potential <PR),

and of a random compone nt of order (~ r y ma4>. Better to see the order of <PD,

ifseq. (4.b) should be divided and mutfiplied by moY mO$ .with the consequence

<Po(xc+ X, Vo+ y, z. ta + T)=l(-.-.H-} ymO$ {< TlR(xa.yo,t), .2 {ITiQ

.~R(Xa+ X,ya+ Y.z, t + n > - < TlR(Xo,Ya,t + T") ~R (xo+ X,Vo+ y, Z, t + n »/ (5)

{ ~ - - \/ < 'IlR (xoNo,t) > - < 'IlR (xoNo.t) 'IlR (xONo.t+1"» 1

-
where llR isthe elevation related to its root mean square, and <)lRisthe velocity

potential relates to its root mean square.

Result (4) was introduced bV the author (1984-1989). It is based on a set of

theorems holding for the wave fields where both the free surface elevation and

the velocitv potential are stotionary random Gaussian processes of time at any

point. Thusthe result is not confined to the classic sea state (l) in an open seo.

ln particular. if we place a vertical reflecting wall along axis V = O. the random

wove field (1) is modified and takes the form.
N

TlR(x. V,t) = 2 I. ai cos (Kisineix - COit {- el) cos (Kicos eiY)
i=l

. .•. 2 ~ l cosh [Ki(h+z)]. l' t<1>R<.X,y, z, i) = g.L" Or\Vi -----sln (KiSin8iX- COi+ Ei)
i=l cosh kih

. cos (ki cos 8iY)

where, under the hypotheses of sect. 1

O. 2rr and COicf:- COjif i cf:-j), both T]R and<PR

time at any point.

(N ~ 00, ej distributed purely at random ln

represent stationary Gaussian processes of

Another example is got if we place a semi-infinite vertical reflecting wall along

line y = O. Then the random wave field (1) takes on the form

- 5 -
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N

T]R (r,a, t) = I. ai[F(r, a; Cûi,Bi) COS(Cûit + Ei) + G (r, a; Wi, Bi) sin (Cûit + ci] (70)
i=l

lj>R (r,a, Z, t) = 9 Iai Cûj-lcosh [ki Ch+ Z)][ (G Cr,a; Cûi,Bi) cos CCûit + c;) + (7b)
i=1 cosh kih

- F (r, a, COj, Bj) sin (Cûit + fi)

where

F Cr,a ; Cû,8) = A(uù COSql + A(uv COSq2- B(ul)sinql - B(u2)sinq2

G Cr,a; Cû,8) = ACUl) sinql + A(uv sinq2 + B(ul)casql + B(U2)COSq2

Nu) = 1[1 + ru cos et x2) + sin (1LX2)dx]2 Jo 2 2

Ul = 2 "/fkr sin [1(a - e')Jl, U2= - 2 ,,;1L sin r ~ (a - B')], ql = kr cos (a - B'),\ TC 2 ï TC Li
q2 = kr cos (a + 8'),

and r and a ore the polar coordinates with the origin at the wall-end, 8 as usual is

the angle of the wave direction with the y-axis and B' 1sequal to ~ - 8

Aiso eqs. (7) are exact to Stokes' first order and are based on the solution by

Penny & Priee (1952) for the diffraction of the regular periodie waves. Here too,

both TlR and <PR represent stationary Gaussian processes of time under the usual

hypotheses, and th us result (4) appHes also to this random wave field (Boceotti,

1988).

It is possible to verify that, provided random wave elevation TlR and velocity

potential 'PR satisfy the wave differential equations to Stoke's first order as weil as

a set of boundary conditions 0150 determinlstic wave elevation Tlo and velocity

potentlal 4JD - eq,(4) - satisfy those equations and boundary conditions.

Here it should be noted that the hypothesis of very large wave height H does not

conflict with the Stokes hypothesis of very small wave height. lndeed, on the one

hand, wave height H has to be large with respect to the mean wave height, and

on the other, it has to be small with respect to the wave length and the bottom

depth.

The caleulation of deterministic waves (4) con be done once the speetrum of

the seo state is given. Indeed the averages ln eq.(4) of TlO and '!Jo are related to

spectrum seCû,e). ln the case of seo states interacting with walls, the averages in

eq.(4) prove to be related to the usual direetional spectrum s(Cû,e)of the waves

that there would be if the wall was not there. As an example let us deduce the

equation for the fIrst average <.> in eq.(4a) ln the ease that the seo state

interacts wlth an infinitely long wall. From eq,(6a) of the random wave elevation,

we can write
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< T\R(Xo, Yo, t)T\R( Xo + X, yo + Y, t + n> =

l'
N N

=4 lim t II (Xj cos (kiCOS8iya)Ci cos [kj cOS8j(Ya+ Y)].
,~oo 1=1 Fl

°

(8)

. cos (ki sin9ix - Wit + E;) cos [ (kj sin 9jx - Wj t + E j) + (kj sin 9j X - wjT )] dt

and then putting the last cosine in the form cos.cos-sin.sin, inverting the order

integral-sum and recalling that Wi *- Wj if i *-j, we get

< T\R(XO,YO, t)1{R (xo + X, Yo + Y, t + T) > =

N

= 4 L l (Jl cos (ki cos 9iYa)cos [ki cos ei(ya+ Y) ] cos (ki sin ei X - wiD = (9)
i=12

~4 f r s(û>, e) cos (k cos e Yo) cos [k cos e (Yo + Y)J cos (ksin e X - û>n de dû>

where the second equality proceeds directly from the definition of spectrum 

eq.(3)-. The integral con be solved numericaliy, and the calculation proves to

be expedite becouse of the quick convergence of the Integrais, 50 thot it con

be quite successfully done by meons of personal computers.

3. A FEW PREDICTIONS OF THE QUASI-DETERMINISM THEORY

3. l - How Q heiQht wove forms ln on open seo

Eq. (40) shows thot the wove of given very lorge height H ot given point xo,

Ya within seo stot (1) on 0 open seo, forms becouse of the transit of a wove group

Fig.l-.

- 7-
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Fig. l :Typical mode of formation, within a random seo state, of a wave of given

very large height H at point xo,yo in the center of the framed area. The waves are

in an open seo on deep water and the framed area is6 wave lenghts 1cJ along x-

axis per 8 lei along y-axis. We see that the wave of the given very large height

forms because of the transit of a weil precise wove group,

The group has a development stage during which both the envelope and the

wave front narrow till a minimum. Then a decay stage follows, with the opposite

features. Each single wave having a celerity greater thon the group runs along

the envelope from the tai! where it isborn to the head where it goes to die (in the

pictures a single wave is followed by an arrow during its evolution), Because of

this phenomenon, single waves experience some really big transformations

which have been recently confirmed by an experiment at sea, whose results will

be shown at the 23 rd Conference on Coastal Engineering.

The wave of given very large height H proves to be thot ot the center of the

group ot the apex of its development stage, Thus, theory in poor words says : if

vou record a wave a height H very large with respect to the mean, the

probability is very high that it is the central wave of a weil defined wave group at

the apex of its development stage.

The wove group of Fig.l is on deep woter and it has been colculated from

a characteristic spectrum that is the mean JONSWAP frequency spectrum
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(Hasselmann & al. 1973) with cos 2n (e - 80) as spreading direction function ; n is

taken equal to 5 that is a characteristic value, to judge on data of storm seas

(Forristall & al, 1980). Here it should be remarked that, if we assume another wind

wave spectrum, only a few details change but the essential features of the wave

group mechanics do not change, ln particular jf the bandwidth grows, e.g, on

passing from the JONSWAP to the Pierson & Moskowitz spectrum, only the

envelope narrows; and if the directional spreod grows, e,g. on reducing the

value of n, only the width of the wave front reduces,

As to 80, the angle that the dominant direction of the spectrum mokes with

the y-oxis, it hos been assumed to be zero, and we see that aise the wave group

moves olong the y-axis. This means that a very high wave, with a very high

probobility, belongs to a group which moves olong the dominant direction of the

spectrum.

3,2 How a hiQhwave forms at the wall

The question is 'how does a wove with a given very large height H form at a

point Xc, yo in contact with the wall ?' and Fig.2 isthe answer given byeq.(4),

The wall is along the upper x-parallel side of the framed area and given

point xo, Yo is at the center of the wall. The waves now ore observed from

offshore. The spectrum is the same as for the foregoing pietures, and its

dominant direction makes a 20° angle with the wall-orthogonal: eo = 20°, The

water is deep,

Fig,2 : Typical mode of formation of a wave of given very large height H at the

breal<water. The wall is along the upper x-parallel side and point xo, Yoof the

wave of given height His ot the wall center. The framed area is8 wave lengths ld

along x-axis per 6 lei along y-axis, the dominant direction of the sea state makes

a 20° angle with the wall-orthogonal; os a consequence we see the wave group

- 9-
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that approaches the wall from the left and then is reflected mirrorwise.

The first four pictures taken at reg ular intervals of 2Td eTd = peak period of the

spectrum) from each other show a wave group approaching the wall. At time

instant ta (0 in the picture) the wave of the given very large height H isforming at

the wall. It isthe result of the reflection of the central wave of the group. Then, in

the last three pictures, the wave group being reflected mirrorwise goes bock

seaward.

It will have been noted that, meanwhile the wave group isapproaching the

wall both the envelope and wave front narrow, and the reverse isthe case when

the group goes bock. This reveals that the group reaches the wall at the apex of

ifs develoment stage when its centra! wave obtains its maximum height. Thus the

answer of the theory, in words, is'a very high \NaVe at the wall, with a very high

probability, takes place becQuse a we!1defined wave group hits the wall when it

is at the apex of its developement'.

3.3 How a high WQve forms off the wall

Now the question is the'how does Q wave with a given very lorge height H

form at a point Xa,ya two wave lenghts before the wall ?', and Fig.3 is the answer

given by eq.(4). Thistime, dominant direction of the spectrum is wall-orthogonal.

Fig.3 : Typical mode of formation of a wave of given very large height H at a point

xc, ya two wave lengths for off a breakwater. We see two wave groups that

approach the wall : the first group after having being reflected collides the

second group that approaches the wall (the particle velocity before of the

collision isshown in Fig.4). The wave of given very lorge height H forms where the

central waves of the two groups overlap.
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At instant ta - lOTd'two groups are distinguishable : the center of the first is

neany 3l..d ( l..d = ;: ) off the wall, the center of the second group is nearly 7LJfrom
the wall. The tail of the second group is outside of the frame. The two groups

approaching the wall appear more distinctly in the next two pictures at instants

ta - 8Tdand ta- 6Td.The fourth picture. time instant ta + 4Td.shows the central wave

of the first group being reflected by the wall. The group at that time isstill building

up 50 that the wave height at the wall isnot 50 large as in Fig.2.

The fifth picture. time instant ta - 2Td.shows a complex scene : at the wall.

the rear wave of the first group is being reflected. the next wave (A) isthe central

wave of the first group which is regaining the sea ; wave B is a standing wave

generated by the head wave of the fîrst group advancing seaword and by the

head wave of the second group advancing landward ; wave C is progressive

Iike wave A but travels in the opposite direction: it is the central wave of the

second group. which advances landward ; finally wave Dis the rear wave of the

second group. which Iikewise travels towards the breakwater, Fig.4 provides a

readily understood confirmation of the nature of waves A B. C and D. Indeed ir

shows the horizontal component of the particle velocity calculated from the

velocity potential -eq. (4b)-. It will be seen that under wave crest A.the horizontal

velocity Dy is negative. that is seaword oriented ; under wave crest B. Uy is

practically zero. which reveals a peculiar characteristic of the standing waves ;

under wave crests C and D. Dy is positive. that is landward oriented, ln conclusion.

the scene at time instant ta - 2Tdîsthat of two wave groups approaching collision,

A BC0
a~ 17 ~\1

1
1

! \\ '
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1\ 1

\ 1

1 \1
\ 1

1

\ 1
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\1

1

\ 1
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Fig.4: Horizontal particle velocity below the crests of waves A B. C. 0 in Fig.3 ot

instant ta- 2Td .

Two wave periods later. at time instant ta (0 in the picture). the collision is at

its climax, The two central waves are overlapping and the wave of the given

very large height H isforming at given point Xo. Ya. it isthe point at the center of the

- 11 -
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wave front below the maximum crest. What is shown at time instant ta is an

offshore standing wave field being generated by two opposing wave groups.

Indeed, not only the central waves of the two groups are overlapping, but also

the head wave of the first group and the rear wave of the second, and the rear

wave of the first group and the head wave of the second are overlapping.

Fig.5 : Typical mode of formation of a wave of given very large height H at a point

in contact with the inward face of the wall, l wave length from the wall-end (the

wall is parallel to x-axis and the wall-end is at the center of the framed area). The

given height H is meant to be very large with respect ot the mean wave helght at

the given point behind the wall. We see a wave groupe whose front-center

impacts the wall-end.

3.4 How Q high wave forms in the shadow cone behind a wall

Here the question 15' how does it form a wave with a given very large height

Hot a point in contact with the inward face of the wall: ra= 1cJ, ao = 0 ?' and Fig.5 is

the answer given by eq. (4) for the usual spectrum and deep water. Here tao the

wall is not shown, but it is eosily recognizable because clearly along its line the
water surface is discontinuous.
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We see a wave group that approaches the wall and its front center targets

on the wall-end. Thus one half of the wave font goes beyond the breakwater and

penetrates into the protected area, and the other half impacts the wall and is

raised because of reflection. ln line with the above put question, at time instantto

(0 in the picture) at given point ro,0:0 there is the crest of the wave of given very

large height H. It isthe first diffracted wave crest, beyond the wall-end,

The given very large wave height H ln the figures of this paper is thought of

as the maximum expected wave height during a sea state at given point xo,yo .

For this reason wave height H in Fig.5 issmaller than in the foregoing figures.

4. EXPERIMENTS AT SEA TO VERIFY THE THEORY

4.1 Site, focilities, instruments and seo stotes

A loboratory for maritime engineering has been prepared starting on 1989

at the Reggio Calabria beach. The beach faces Messina Straits, a clear sea

where tide has a maximum excursion within,3.m. The wind blows very often from

the NW, that is from Sicily, and after a few days of NW winds the southerly swells

disappear, and the sea states consist of pure wind waves. The NW fetch is of

about 10 km (see Fig.6) and the significant height and the dominant period of the

spectrum are typically 0,15 à 0,35m ond 2 à 2,5s.

place of the

expertnent ~

N

CD
5 10Km

Fig.6 : The site of the experiment

-13 -
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The laboratory occupies about 60m of littoral and is equipped with small

buildings. One of the buildings keeps the electronic station which is connected

by submarine cables to the gouges at seo.

A first experiment was executed on may 1990 in order to verify the quasi

determinism theroy for what concerns the progressive waves. To that end, 9

piles each supporting 2 wave meters and a pressure transducer were placed at

seo. The disposition of the piles was designed to intercept the wave group and

follow part of their course. The results ore the object of a paper which is presently

under review for publication, and they will be also the object of a lecture to the

23rd Congress on Coastal Engineering.

Here, in whot follows a first news is given of a second experiment which was

executed on may 1991. The experiment dealed with the second part of the

theory. that is: woves interacting with reflecting wolls.

Fig.7 : The reflecting wall in a photo from the beach

A special vertical reflecting wall 12m long x 2. lm high was built on 0 rubble

mound : the water depth at the wall basis was 1.5m and the maximum vertical

thickness of the rubble mound was .25m. The structure consisted of a steel truss

whose stability was ensured by a dead weight of pig iron disks. The beoring slab

was provided with teeth so as to improve the friction with the rubble mound. The

reflecting vertical plane of 12m x 2.1m was formed by alluminium panels which

were fixed to the truss.

Before (seaward) the wall 3 horizontal beams supported 30 pressure

transducers. 80th the horizontal beams and the piles were designed to get an

high degree of stiffness as weil as a small section, and in particular each vertical

pile was stiffened by 4 steel cab les and its diameter topered from 0.07 to .04m.

The bOttom depth in the area covered by the instruments was on the average

,5m greaterthan at the wall, that Is,it was 2.0m with respect to the M.W.L,
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The electronic station at the present is able to sample data only from 16

gouges. Therefore 3 teoms of gouges were formed from the 30 pressure

transducers. Each team had to carry out a new experiment. ln particular

experiment number 2 had to verify the predictions on how a very high wave

forms at the wall and how it does at some distance from the wall: 9 gauges along

the wall and 7 gouges on a horizontal woll-parallel beam were connected in

order to record the wave front and to estimate the path of the front center - see

Fig.8-.

ln aiL 52 seo states consisting of pure wind waves (with a negligible swell

component) from the NW fetch. were recorded. Each seo state was of 9 min

which correspond to a number of woves ranging from 230 to 280.

12 M

®

CD®ŒG)G)®0
~~-- 6 M ---~

Fig.8 : Plan of the gouges in the experiment on howa very' high wove forms ot the

wall.

4.2 Deterministic waves from the meosured rondom waves of the pressure

head

To Stoke's first order. elevation SR of the pressure heod woves, being

proportionol to the time derivotive of stotionary Goussian random process lPR is in

its turn a stotionory Goussion process of time ot ony point. Therefore result (4) of

sect.2 holds also for the pressure heod woves, thot is : given a wove of the

- 15 -
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pressure head with a very large height H (";~oP ~ 00) at a given point Xa,Ya,Zo,the

probability approaches 1 that the elevation of the pressure head waves

approaches the determinÎstic function

ço(xo+X,yo+Y,Zo+Z,to+D =

= l::L[< SR(Xa,ya,20, t) SR(Xo+X,ya+Y,Zo+Z,t+D> +
2

. < SR(Xo,ya, ZQ,t + T*) SR(xa+X,yo+Y,Zo+Z,t+T» J/ (l0)

I[ < S~(xo,ya,Zo,t) > - < SR(Xa,ya,Zo,t)SR(Xa,ya,Zo,t+T*» ]

where ta isthe instant of the crest of the pressure head wave of given height H at

given point Xa,Ya,Zoand T* is the abscissa of the absolute minimum of the

autocovarÎance

\jfP (T) = < SR(XaYa,ZQ,t)SR(xa.va,Zo,t+T) >.

Here the subscript p has been used to distinguish the pressure head waves from

the surface waves.

Deterministic elevation SDcan be quite easily calculated from the time series

data of SR.ln particular let Xo,ya,Zo.be the coordinates of the ith gouge and xa+X,

yo+Y, Zo+Zthe coordinates of the jth gouge, then deterministic elevation SDot

point j is

1=D' (ta +T) = H <ÇRiet) ÇRiet+T)> - < ÇRi(t+T4) ÇRi(t+T» (12)
":> J 2 2

<ÇRi(t) > - < ÇRi(t) ÇRi(t+r4) >

where to isthe time instant of the crest of the pressure head wove of given height

H at point i and T* is the abscissa of the minimum of autocovarionce \jfP (T) ot

pointi

\}Ip (D = < SRi(t). SRi(t+D >

4.3 How a very high wave forms at the wall: experimentol verification

(l3)

Provided to know that ot the wall center at a time instant ta there is a wove

with a height H very large with respect to the mean, what con we expect to

hoppen before and ofter ta ot the 16 points of experiment 2 ? An onswer is given

in Fig.9 thot has been colculoted by means of eq.(lO) from the pressure head

meosured during seo state 6; that is, eq. (10) has been applied in the form (12),

and gauge i of the given very lorge wave height H isgauge .l2 at the wall center.

We would remork that in Fig. 9 have not been artificially smoothed : simply the

time series data of pressure heod SRsompled during 9 consecutive minutes hos

been inserted in eq.(l2) and what i5shown by the pictures is the output.
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Fig.9: This picture was obtained by applying eq.(lO) with the time series data of

pressure head ÇR of sea state 6, without any artificial smoothing. The point of

gauge 12 has been taken as Xo,yoso that, according to the quasi-determinism

theory, the figure shows what we expect to happen at the 16 points in the case

that a wave with a very large height H should be recorded at point 12 at the wall-

center

The wave of the given very large height H occupies the center of a group,

and is marked by letter A. We see that the wave aHacks the wall from the right

(for a people looking at the wall from seaward). Indeed the wave is recorded first

by gouge lQ, then by gouges 15, 14 and in the end by gouge 8. The time shift of

wave A at two different points proves to be proportionol to the distance between

the two points. Thisobservation reveals that the central wave front of the group is

straight, like in the theoretical wave groups of the 3-D pictures, The angle

between the wave front and the wall is 1801= arcsin (c~ ~) where c isthe wave
ceierity, Dt isthe time shift (absolute value) of the wave record at two points, and

Dx is the distance between the two points along the wali-oxis. ln particuiar, Fig.9

shows that the time shift from gouge 16to gauge 8 is Dt = 1.20-0.04 = 1.16s.Then,

the distance between the two points is Dx = 9m and the wave celerity isc-3.5m/s

(Td= 2.50s, h = 2.lOm) so that 1801 turns out to be 25°, and the ongle is negative

because the attack isfrom the right.

Now if the reflection is mirrorwise, the center of the wave front has to

describe a trajectory like that of Fig.lO: when approoching the wall. it should

pass at gauge 7 and when going bock seaward it should pass at gauge 1.

-17 -
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Fig.10:Thetrajectory of the center of the group of Fig.9

An apparent confirmation comes from the records of the 7 seaward

gauges 1 - 7 : before instant ta the wave front transits at the 7 gauges and the

maximum height isat point 7, after ta the wave front transitsat the 7 gauges and

the maximum height isnow at point 1.

We can also note that et point 7 the envelope center iswithin wave Band

wave A. After a course of about one wave length, at point 12,wave Bpassesinto

the envelope head and wave A passes to occupy exactly the envelope

center.

Finally,ot point 1, ofter 0 course of one more wave length, the envelope

center iswithin wave A and following wave B'.Thuswe get also confirmation that

the waves alternate themselves at the envelope center. It is the basic

phenomenon of the wave group mechanics, which can be appreciated if the

marked wave of 3-D Fig. 1isfollowed during itscourse.

4.4 What happened when the hiQhest wave of the experiment was

recorded and what hod been predicted

The highest wave of the whole experiment (it is meont 'the highest wove

with respect to the root mean square wove elevotion') wos recorded by gouge

l during seo state 51.Thewave had a crest-to-trough height of 9.6~ thot is

nearly 2.5timesthe significont height of itsseo state.

Fig.11(upper panel) showsthe record made by gauge land by the other

gauges. A few instrumentswere out of order because they had been damoged

by a storm.
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Fig.11 : Upper panel; record of the group with the largest wove height of the

whole experiment. Lower panel, : prediction by meons of eq.(lO) with the time

series data, without any artificial smoothing.

Fig.11 (Iower panel) shows what is predicted by the quasÎ-determinism

theory. The calculation was made by means of eq.(12) with the time series dota

of pressure heod ÇR, without smoothing.

We see that the quasi-determinism theory foresee what essentiolly

happens. Bath the prediction and the wave record show first a wove group thot

transits at the 7 seoward gouges (gauges 1-D with large height H ot the group's

center. The group is approaching the wall from the left (for a people looking at

the wall from seaword), and indeed we see that wave front A at the envelope

center first is recorded by gouge 1and in the end by gouge Z. .Angle 90

estimated from the time shift of wave ,4. on the 7 seaward gauges proves ta be of

about 15°both in the prediction and in the recorded wave group.

Thus, from the time shift, at gauges 1-L of the group approaching the wall,

we expect that the front center strikessomewhat on the left of the wall-center (cf.

the trajectory of the group in Fig.12), and this is consistent with what we see in

Fig.11at the 9 points olong the wall.

Finally, the wove group, after having been reflected transits one agoin at

the 7 seaward gauges and, this time, the front center passes on the right side,

that is,on gouges Q, Z.

-19.
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Fig.12: Thetrajectory of the center of the group of Fig.ll

Aiso the alternotion of the waves ot the envelope center isapparent both

in the prediction and in the record. When the group transitsfor the firsttime at the

7 seaward gouges, wave A occupies the envelope center. Then, at the wall,

after a course of about l wave length, the envelope center falls within wave A

and wave B', that is, wave A has passed into the group head, and wave B' is

going to occupy the envelope center. Finally, when the group passes once

again ot gouges 1-L wave B' in its turns isleoving the envelope center which is

going to be occupied by succeeding wave C'.
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